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ʘ 
 

DAY TWO of SEVEN 

 

7-DAY FULL MOON RITUAL OBSERVANCE 

In SERVICE of the SOUL of HUMANITY 
 

 

  

SAGITTARIUS – “A BEAM OF DIRECTED FOCUSED LIGHT” 
 

 
 

 
 

“In this, the point of light becomes the beam, revealing a greater light ahead and 

illumining the way to the center of the light." (EA, 330)  
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MEDITATION 

 
I. SACRED IS THE BREATH OF LIFE Pouring through All the Centers” Pouring through the 

Heart of the Sun and Sagittarius; Sounding forth the Sacred Word, OM 

 
◊ Beginning with a conscious Breath of Life, we sound the Sacred Word OM … stepping into the 

peaceful Presence of the Soul ... Breathing in conscious Breaths of Life, visualize Divine Life energy 

flowing from the constellation Sagittarius … through the Heart of the Sun –The Son of Divine Love … 

through all the solar system … through the planetary Centers – Shamballa, Hierarchy and the Christ—

Who delivers these energies to the Soul of Humanity … thence through the Soul Star of your Crown 

and flowing through all your Centers. 

◊ With a conscious Breath of Life, on an out-breath AUDIBLY sound forth the Sacred Word, OM, 

whilst sensing the dissolution and release of atoms of lesser vibration. 

◊ With a conscious Breath of Life and intense spiritual aspiration, reach deep into the Heart of the 

Sun – “the Son of Divine Love”—and Soul of the Universe, drawing in atoms of purer vibration 

pouring through all the Centers … SILENTLY sound forth the Sacred Word, OM.  ◊ In the moments 

that follow, sense the Presence of new Life pouring through you, lifting and heightening your vibration …  

Take some moments now to realize that every intentional, conscious Breath of Life with the 

OM sounding forth for entering into deeper and truer contact with the True Soul (Soul-

Self)—is parting the veils to Its Ever-Presence and the Reality in which the Soul lives … 

further awakening True Soul Awareness here and now.  ◊ OM 

◊ 

II. THE HEART IN THE CROWN CENTER; ANGEL of the 9th LIGHT and the SOLAR ANGELIC 

PRESENCE 

 

The Solar Angel brings us into resonance with the Angel corresponding with the 9th Heart Petal of the 

Crown governing Sagittarius, bringing us into vibratory relationship. 

 

◊ Bring your awareness to the Crown Center – the 1000-petaled Lotus above the head.  

Continuing with the "Breath of Life", intentionally link with the Solar Angel and allow the 

‘ever Presence of the Solar Angel’ to direct your awareness to the inner Twelve-petalled 

“Heart in the Head” of this radiant Center … sound forth an OM, silently or aloud. 

 

◊ Allow the Solar Angel to bring you into conscious resonance with the energy of the 9th 

petal, sounding a SILENT OM – and holding this intention.  In the moments that follow, 

sense or imagine the dual Presence of the Solar Angel and Angel of Sagittarius; open to 

Their Fires of Love, supreme Intelligence, and specialized heightening powers. Allow 

yourself to be guided by Them in this process.  
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If you do not sense anything when working with the Angels, all is still well and working.  

Through continuous practice your divine sensitivity will emerge, and is aided by use of the 

creative imagination visualizing what is described above.  Know that all that is needed for Them 

to do Their work is your call to Them to do Their work.  Pause.  

  

◊ “Breathe in a new breath of Life” through the Crown Center, flowing through all the centers, 

imagining the energy contacted flowing down the central spinal column — gently infusing the 

etheric Centers of the body with the adjusting frequencies of the divine Angels.  ◊ A portion of 

this energy naturally pours through the small chakras in the bottom of the feet "blessing 

the earth upon which we walk".  

 

◊ Follow the energy as it circulates … re-ascending the central spinal column to the 9th 

petal (or as a great ovoid torus of dynamic circulating energy flowing in all directions) 

‘returning Home whence it came to the Crown’ thereby completing a divine circulatory 

flow.  Sound a sacred OM (silently or aloud) confirming the new vibration. 

Here within our own Body is a great symbolic and real Truth of the Pilgrim’s journey – of 

ourselves – the Spirit (Monad) in extension, journeying forth deep into matter for the purpose 

of “saving and redeeming” on our return journey to the Father’s Home. Pause to absorb this 

truth. 

 

… continue below with part III for our Group Approach to Divinity with the Soul Star Group. 
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III. The SOUL IS GROUP CONSCOIUS – A GROUP APPROACH TO DIVINITY  

 

◊  Adjusting our awareness, we see ourselves standing inside a large circle of  Participating Souls 

gathered and gathering as the “Soul Star Group” purposed to work in “Group Approach to Divinity” 

with “The Christ” and the “Great Ones”.  ◊ We sound forth together the sacred Word, OM, strengthening our 

purpose and unified group vibration. 

◊ We see ourselves present as radiant spheres of lighted Love and Holy Will, of soul Virtues and Soul 

Ray powers. ◊ In one simultaneous movement, we extend a ray of Soul Light to all participating 

Souls … creating a great, radiant field of Light and Love.  ◊ With this accomplished, can you 

hear the Angels sing.  

 

◊ Take time now to PAUSE, sensing the Soul Star Group as one pulsing, beating Heart in unified 

vibration…filling-full with the vibrations of the Christ. (If you do Triangles work, do them now) 

 
 

◊ The potent reality behind the Christ Star is a living fire of Divine Love.  As we sound the sacred 

Word, OM – let us open to receiving His beneficent energy as “the bestower of all good” – giving 

that which is most needed, magnifying and lifting all who love Him.  ◊ In the Presence of the great 

Ashram of the Christ (the 7x7 of 49 Ashrams), the enormous power of His vibration, the breadth and 

depth of His Love … can be sensed flowing through His Ashram, and through all consecrated groups 

in His name … heightening, deepening, strengthening and lifting the Christ Field of the Earth. 

◊ We sound the Great Invocation with the Christ and the Great Ones for the healing of the earth 

and the Soul of Humanity to come forth. OM (This completes todays Meditation).   

See now gathered from the inner worlds, 

Greater Lights, together forming the One 

Ashram of the Christ (the Spiritual 

Hierarchy). 

Recognize this powerful Group as a great 

Heart from which flows the Love of God 

… pouring forth “waters of life” upon a 

thirsty Humanity … nourishing life and 

lives of planet Earth. 

Sense the Soul Star Group linked in through 

vibrational resonance with the Ashrams of the 

Masters of Love-Wisdom—that “great potency 

of the Inner Groups”— in whose Center stands 

the Christ – World Teacher and Savior.  

Sense the auric Presence of the Christ, His 

Holy emanations of pure Love, radiant Light 

and Holy Will … infusing all Groups working 

on behalf of the Plan of God. 
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IV. CONTEMPLATIONS and DIAMOND SOUL PRACTICES for DAY TWO 

 

IN THE LIGHT OF SAGITTARIUS 

 

Let us first link with the Solar Angel before we begin.  Doing so will bring forth more than we can 

imagine or do alone without this contact. 

 

DAY TWO 

 

“In Sagittarius, the intellect which has been developed, used and finally illumined, becomes sensitive to 

a still higher type of mental experience and to this we give the name of intuitive perception ...” 

 

“…There come flashes of light upon problems; a distant yet possible vision of attainment is seen; the 

man begins to climb out of the depths to which 

he has descended in Scorpio and sees ahead of 

him the mountain in Capricorn which he knows 

he must … climb.  

 

He walks no longer in the dark, for he sees what 

he has to do and he therefore makes rapid 

progress and he travels "fast upon the Way." 

 

 

◊ Flashes of intuition and intuitive perception arrive as visions or lighted solutions:  

Flashes of light illumine problems as opportunities for something better to emerge – 

problems are instantly re-framed … leaping to a higher order in service of the Plan – for 

‘the Good for all’ ... in resonance with a deeper, higher purpose.   

 

Inner help comes in on a beam of light from the “soul field” – indicating to you/or your 

group that movement forward is in the right direction … the right way is sensed and known.   

 

Clear, immediate inner or outer responses to questions, invocations or needs.   

 

A vision of an aspiration coming closer to manifestation or fruition. 
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A present demonstration of a desired future for the greater Good of Humanity 

could be recognized, e.g., in the recent United States surge in mid-term voting, 

reawakening people to their responsibilities as citizens. 

 

A line of light in the mind pointing the way forward through an actual intuitive insight 

when in conversation with others exploring the way forward.  

 

Sagittarian aspirations are rightly directed desires for the good of the whole and not ‘solely’ for the 

personal satisfaction of the lower nature. The arrow of desire turned upward is in service for the 

greater good. Aspirations give way to intuitions as flashes of lighted visions attained … leading all ‘fast 

upon the way’.   

 

“HE TRAVELS UPON THE WINGS OF THE SOUL FAST UPON THE WAY” 

 

 

 

No longer moved by longing and hope, behind an 

interior sense of impelling direction – is a greater 

will propelling us forward. 

  

Anticipate … moving “upon the wings of the Soul, 

fast upon the way”. 

 
֍ 

 

 

  

 

 
◊ ◊ ◊ 

 

“Endeavour throughout these days to continue holding your recollection steady; work 

always in due remembrance of the morning's meditation” and Diamond Soul Practices. 

∞ 


